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Icons in Body Text
Icon

Meaning
Caution
Example
Note
Recommendation
Syntax

Additional icons are used in SAP Library documentation to help you identify different types of
information at a glance. For more information, see Help on Help
General Information Classes
and Information Classes for Business Information Warehouse on the first page of any version of
SAP Library.

Typographic Conventions
Type Style

Description

Example text

Words or characters quoted from the screen. These include field
names, screen titles, pushbuttons labels, menu names, menu paths,
and menu options.
Cross-references to other documentation.

Example text

Emphasized words or phrases in body text, graphic titles, and table
titles.

EXAMPLE TEXT

Technical names of system objects. These include report names,
program names, transaction codes, table names, and key concepts of a
programming language when they are surrounded by body text, for
example, SELECT and INCLUDE.

Example text

Output on the screen. This includes file and directory names and their
paths, messages, names of variables and parameters, source text, and
names of installation, upgrade and database tools.

Example text

Exact user entry. These are words or characters that you enter in the
system exactly as they appear in the documentation.

<Example text>

Variable user entry. Angle brackets indicate that you replace these
words and characters with appropriate entries to make entries in the
system.

EXAMPLE TEXT

Keys on the keyboard, for example, F2 or ENTER.
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Managing System Landscapes with ACC
Use
You use Adaptive Computing Controller (ACC) to manage the services and resources within an
adaptive computing landscape.
With ACC, you can perform the following activities:
Start se rvices on a ny sui table res ourc e in t he ada ptive c omp uting land scap e
Stop th e ru nnin g of s ervic es on res ourc es
Flexibly reloc ate s ervice s on res ourc es to opti mize t heir utilizati on
Display co ntroll er lo gs to det ect p robl ems i n th e op erati ons t hat are pe rfor me d usin g th e ACC
Schedule ope rati ons s uch as sta rting, sto pping , or rel ocatin g of a se rvice on a res ourc e, in the ada ptive c omp utin g lan dscap e

ACC provides the following two ways to manage the adaptive computing landscape:
...

ACC User Interface that is integrated with SAP NetWeaver Administrator
Web Service Framework to enable functions such as CXI and CCI
More information: Enabling ACC in the Web Service Framework [External]

Prerequisites
The ada ptive . ..

You are assigned a role that has permissions to manage services and resources in the
adaptive computing landscape.
More information: ACC User Management [External]
You have configured the services, resources, pools and networks in the ACC landscape.
Configuring the Adaptive Computing Landscape [External]

Procedure
...

When using ACC through the SAP NetWeaver Administrator, perform the following
activities to launch ACC:
Call the start page of the NWA with the URL http://<host>:<port>/nwa;
<Host> and <Port> are the values of the AS Java of CEN, and log on as an
administrator.
In the top-level navigation, choose Operations Management

Adaptive Computing.

In the Applications area, choose Adaptive Computing.
Operate the application services in the system landscape to optimize the use of computing
resources.
More information: Managing Application Services [Page 8]
Monitor the resource landscape from a central point. For example, number of running
application services on a selected resource.
More information: Managing the Resource Landscape [Page 13]
Observe the status of the AC operations and detect errors using the Controller Logs.
More information: Working with Controller Logs [Page 14]
Plan the tasks to be executed, such as starting an adaptive-enabled application service.
More information: Planning Tasks [Page 18]
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About ACC User Interface
Concept
The Adaptive Computing Controller (ACC) user interface is designed to configure application
services (such as databases or instances) and computing resources for an adaptive computing
landscape, and assign them flexibly according to your requirements.
You can navigate to the various screens of ACC by selecting the required function in the vertical
navigation bar.

Prerequisites
To manage services and resources in the AC landscape, you must be assigned to a role that
includes relevant ACC actions.

Features
The ACC user interface consists of two views (see the figure below):
Overview or Search view
When you start the UI, only the Overview or Search view appears. When you search for a
service, resource or a log, the basic overview information is displayed in the Overview
area.
Details view
When you select a service, resource or a log, the Details view appears in a list at the
bottom of the search view, and displays detailed information about the selected principal.

UI Element

Description
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Contains links to the following functions:
Services
Resources
Logs
Task Planner
Configuration

Related Tasks (You can also)

Displays only if there are any related tasks for the current
selection.

System Selector (AC Landscape)

Lists all the available adaptive pool names and associated
systems and services.

Title Bar
UI Element
Option menu of Tray

Description
Choose the
icon and select one of the following options
to resize the displayed rows of the table:
Small (5 rows) – Five rows are visible
Medium (10 rows) – 10 rows are visible (default
selection)
Large (20 rows) – 20 rows are visible
Custom(x rows) – x rows are visible. The value of x
is configured.
Expand All – Expands all hierarchical data in the
table
Collapse All – Collapses all hierarchical data in the
table
You can also select Display Legend to display the
meaning of the symbols that are used as status indicators
and alert indicators.

Collapse Tray / Expand Tray

Select Collapse Tray to hide the Tray. The field name
changes to Expand Tray.
Expand Tray is used to expand the Tray.
After you select Expand Tray, the field name changes back
to Collapse Tray.

Tool Bar
UI Element

Description

Show

Select one of the options from this dropdown list to filter
data based on the predefined categories.
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Displays the values you can choose to filter data. The input
field is used for entering the search or filter parameters.
To start the filter:
...

Select the required filter option from the dropdown list
and input the filter string.
Choose Go or Enter to start the filter.
The asterisk (*) can be used to represent several letters
and the question mark (?) can be used to represent a letter.
For example, you can enter Start* to show all services
with status starting or starting failed. The filter is
case in-sensitive.
The filter result is shown in the search result view.
Go

Choose to start the filter according to the Find field. The
functions Show and Find are mutually exclusive.

Refresh

Enables you to refresh both the Overview and the Detail
view without losing any filter or view selections. You can
also set the UI auto refresh rate (in seconds) during the
ACC initial configuration.
More information: Wizard-Based Configuration of the ACC
[External]

Managing Application Services
Use
Service management helps in centrally managing sets of services that are a part of the adaptive
computing landscape.You can manage individual services or a set of services that belong to the
same pool. When you manage services, you can perform the following activities:
Display details of all the services that are a part of the adaptive computing landscape
Execute the operations start, stop and relocate on individual services or on several
services of the same pool simultaneously.

You cannot perform the relocate operation on traditionally installed services.
Assign resources to services.
A specific resource can be assigned to the selected service, or based on the requirements
of the service a resource can automatically be assigned.
Display logs related to the operation performed on the service

Prerequisites
...

To perform the Start or Relocate operation on a service:
The resource landscape should have free available resources on which the application
service can be started.
Managing System Landscapes with ACC
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The resource should match the service requirements displayed in the Requirements
section in Application Service Details.
The dependent services of the application service must be started.

You can use the Mass Operation function to start all the dependent services.

Procedure
In the Adaptive Computing area, choose Services from the navigation bar.
The Adaptive Computing: Services screen is displayed.
In the AC Landscape Selector, select the relevant system pool or a relevant system.
All the systems of a system pool are displayed at a level below the pool.
To perform an operation on several services, you can use the Mass Operation option.
More information: Performing Mass Operations [Page 11]
To perform an operation on a service, expand the relevant system in the pool, and select
the relevant service.

Systems are grouped at a level below the system pool.
All the application services of a system along with their current status are displayed
at a level below the system.
In the Application Service section, the Details tab page displays information about the
selected service. For example, information such as the status and requirements of the
service, the resources assigned to the service are displayed and so on is displayed.
To assign a note to a service, select Enabled from the Notes dropdown.
You write a note for a service when an operation is executed on that service. This note
appears as the description of the service until it is deleted using the mass operation Clear
Notes.

Performing Operations on Traditionally Installed Systems
If you have selected a service of a traditionally installed system, then:
...
...

To start the service that is currently not running, choose Start
To stop the service that is currently running, choose Stop
To stop and start the service that is currently running, choose Restart

Starting, Stopping, or Relocating Services
If you have selected a service of an adaptively installed system, then the following options are
available to you:
...

To execute the operations Prepare, Prepare and Start, Make prepared for Start, or
Relocate, you need to assign a resource to the service. You have the following options:
If you want to assign the operation to the first available free resource, choose Auto
Assign (First Fit).
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If you want to assign the operation to the last used resource that fits the
requirement, choose Auto Assign (Last Used).

Auto Assign assigns resources only for the selected services that are not associated
with any resource.
To manually assign resources to services, when executing the operations Prepare, Prepare
and Start, Make prepared for Start, or Relocate perform the following activities:
In the Hostname field, choose

.

If possible enter the name of the resource, and provide values for the SAPS and
memory requirements.
Choose Go.
From the list of resources displayed, select the resource you want to assign to the
service.
When the selected service is in the state Running, you have the following options:
To stop the service, choose Stop.& Unprepare

Stop.

The service is set to status Not Running.
To Unprepare the service that is in the state Running, choose Stop & Unprepare.
The service is set to status Initial.
To relocate the service another resource, choose Relocate.
To restart the service on the same resource, choose Relocate

Restart.

When the selected service is in the state Not Running, you have the following options:
To start the service, choose Start.
To unprepare the service, choose Unprepare.
The service is set to status Initial.
When the selected service is in the state Initial, you have the following options:
To check if the SAPS and memory requirements are met by the resource, select the
Enabled option from the Resource Check dropdown.
To prepare the service, choose Prepare & Start

Prepare.

To start the service, choose Prepare & Start.

Displaying Logs of Services
...
...

To display the log information about the operations executed on the selected service, you have
the following options:
Select the Log tab page
Or
Choose Show in Logs from the Details tab page.
With this option, you can perform the activity of archiving logs.
More information: Working with Controller Logs [Page 14]
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You use the log details to track the status of the operation, and also view the detailed description
about errors.

Display Configuration Information of Services
To display or change the configuration information of the selected service, choose Show in
Config.
More information: Configuring Services [External]

Performing Mass Operations
Use
To perform the operations Start, Stop, and Relocate on several application services at the same
time, you use the Mass Operation feature.
Mass Operation helps you in:
Reducing the operation errors
Simplifying administration of the complete landscape

Procedure
...

The Mass Operation section displays all the services that can be started. To execute an
operation on the selected pool or system, select the required option from the Operation
Type dropdown.
Depending on the option selected, the following types of application services are displayed:
Operation Type

Type of Services
Displayed

Operation Performed when
Executed

(Prepare and) Start

Services that can be
started.

Services of traditionally
installed systems are started.

These services have the
status as Initial Not
Running or Stopped with
warning.

Services of adaptively installed
systems are first prepared, and
then started.

Services of adaptively
installed systems that can
be prepared (made
adaptive enabled) for
starting.

Services that are not running
are prepared.

Make Prepared for
Start

Services with status Running
are first stopped, and then
prepared.

These services have the
status Running, Initial or
Stopped with warning.
Stop (and Unprepare)

Services that can be
stopped.
These services have the
status Running or Started
with Warning.
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Services that can be
relocated.
These services have the
status Running.

Restart

Services that are started.
These services have the
status Running.

Services that are assigned to a
resource are reassigned to
another resource.

Services that are running are
stopped and started.

Clear Notes

Services that have notes
assigned.

Notes are deleted from the
service description.

Clear Alerts

Services that reporting
alerts.

Services are cleared of alerts.

If you are executing the operations Prepare and Start, Make prepared for Start, or
Relocate, you have the following options:
To check if the SAPS and memory requirements of the services are met by the
resource, select the Enabled option from the Resource Check dropdown.
If you want to assign the operation to the first available free resource, choose Auto
Assign (First Fit).
If you want to assign the operation to the last used resource that fits the
requirement, choose Auto Assign (Last Used).

Auto Assign assigns resources only for the selected services that are not associated
with any resource.
If you want to remove the assigned resources from all the application services listed
in the Mass Operation section, choose Clear Resources.
To manually assign resources to services, perform the following activities:
In the resource cell of the service, choose

.

If possible enter the name of the resource, and provide values for the SAPS
and memory requirements.
Choose Go.
From the list of resources displayed, select the resource you want to assign
to the service.
To assign a note to a service, select Enabled from the Notes dropdown.
You write a note for a service when an operation is executed on a service. This note
appears as the description of the service until it is deleted using the operation Clear Notes.
Select single or multiple application services according to your requirement and choose
Execute.
The operation selected in the Operation Type dropdown is executed on the selected
application services.

You can also filter services using the Filter option or use the Table Selection Menu
to select or deselect all the services.
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Result
The mass operation is executed for the selected application services.

Managing Resources in the Landscape
Use
Resource management helps in centrally managing computing resources such as physical
servers, in the adaptive computing landscape.
When you manage resources in the adaptive computing landscape, you can:
Display details of all the available resources in the adaptive computing landscape.
Display logs related to the operations performed using the resource
Depending on the information displayed, you can determine and reserve resources for performing
operations such as start and relocate on services, from a central location.

Procedure
In the AC landscape system selector, choose the relevant resource pool.
From the selected resource pool, choose the relevant resource.
The basic resource attributes are displayed in the Resource Landscape view.
The advanced resource details are displayed in the Details view.
The Running Application Services displays the details of services running on the
selected resource.
If you want to display resources based on the resource category:
Select one of the following options from Show dropdown list:
All Resources: All resources or computer systems present in the
landscape.
Active Resources: Resources for which host agent is running and
accessible.
Inactive Resources: Resources which are not accessible over the
network (due to network failure) or resources that are switched off.
Free Adaptive Resources: All adaptive-enabled resources with no
instances (SAP/DB) running on it.
Used Adaptive Resources: All adaptive-enabled resources with one or
more instances running on it.
Adaptive Resources: All adaptive-enabled resources that can be
configured to a network or pool (for which is Adaptive flag is set to true in
SLD.)
Non-Adaptive Resources: Resources that cannot be configured to a
network or pool (for which is Adaptive flag is set to false in SLD.)
Choose Go or press ENTER.
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The basic resource attributes are displayed in the Resource Landscape view and
the advanced resource details are displayed in the Details view.

The Show option defines the first filtering set. The Find option defines a subset of
the Show selection.
If you want to view resources based on the resource attributes:
Select the relevant option from the Find dropdown list.
Enter the input filter string.

The asterisk (*) can be used to represent several characters and the question mark
(?) can be used to represent a single character. The filter is not case sensitive.
Choose Go or press ENTER.
The basic resource attributes are displayed in the Resource Landscape area and
the advanced resource details are displayed in the Details tab area.
To display the log information of the selected resource, you have the following options:
...

Select the Log tab page
Select a log entry to view its detailed in
Or
Choose Show in Logs from the Details tab page.
With this option, you can perform the activities such as archiving of logs.
More information: Working with Controller Logs [Page 14]
If you want to display or change the resource configuration for the selected resource,
choose Show in Configuration option in the Details tab page.
The Resource Configuration screen with the resource configuration details is displayed.
More information: Configuring Resources [External]

Working with Controller Logs
Use
Controller logs display the status history of the operations executed in the adaptive computing
landscape. They help in monitoring the operations executed by the adaptive computing controller.
When working with controller logs, you can perform the following activities:
Display current or archived controller logs
Controller logs give information about the operations executed using ACC. The controller
logs are displayed on the Controller Log screen that consists of the following two sections:
Log overview – To display basic information of an operation such as the operation
ID, date, status, application service, and so on.
Log detail – To display information about an operation in terms of the messages
generated at the different stages of execution of an operation.
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Archive current controller logs
To reduce the load of the log database, you can archive and delete the current controller
logs.
Archiving, copies log entries from the log database to an external XML archiving storage.
You need to delete the log entries from the log database to reduce the load.
Delete controller logs
To reduce the load of the log database, when there are too many entries of the controller
logs in the log database, you can delete the controller logs.

We recommended that you archive the log entries before deleting them from the log
database
You can only retrieve archived log entries, and not the deleted log entries.
Export log data into an XML file
To mail or print the log information you can export log data into an XML, and use tools such
as Microsoft Office Excel.

Prerequisites
In the Adaptive Computing Controller, choose Logs from the navigation panel.

Procedure
Displaying Controller Logs
To display the controller log details, choose Current Logs from the Log Type dropdown.
To display the details of a controller log, select the relevant log from the Controller Log
area.
The log details are displayed in the Log Details tab area.
To display logs based on based on the log type, select one of the following options from the
Show dropdown list, and choose Go.
Option

Displays

Example

All

All current log entries.

Logs created for every operation
executed using the ACC.

Action Log

Log entries related to the
actions start, stop,
prepare,relocate, unprepare
and so on.

Log created when a service is
started, stopped, or relocated.

Archive Log

Log entries related to
archiving/retrieving/deleting of
log entries.

Log created for archiving a set of
logs.

Cancelled

Logs that correspond to a
cancel operation.

Log created when the start of a
service is canceled.

Change Log

Log entries which contain
change logs.

Log created for a configuration
change.
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Failed

Log entries whose status is
Failed.

Log created when relocating a
service fails.

In Progress

Log entries whose operation
status is In Progress.

Log entry created when starting a
service is in progress.

Log Deletion

Log entries that were created
during deletion of logs.

Log entry created when a
controller log is deleted.

Successful

Logs whose operation is
successful.

Log entry created for a service
that has started successfully.

Validation Logs

Log entries related to validation
of SLD data.

Log entires created for invalid or
inconsistent SLD data

Migration Logs

Log entries related to the
migration of SLD data.

Log entry created when services
or resources are migrated in the
SLD.

...

To filter the log entries based on their attributes, choose the relevant option from the Find
dropdown list.
Based on the option selected in dropdown Find, enter a relevant value in the field
provided.

If the option Action is selected in the Find field, then you enter the value Start to
display logs created when a service is started.

The asterisk (*) can be used to represent several characters and the question mark
(?) can be used to represent a single character. The filter is not case sensitive.
Choose Go or press ENTER.
The current log entries depending on the selected options are displayed in the Controller
Log view.

To display logs related to a service or resource, perform the following activities:
Depending on the log (service related log or resource related log) you want
to display, choose Services or Resources from the navigation bar.
Select the service or resource whose log information you want to display.
Select the Log tab page from the detailed view to display the logs.

Displaying Archived Logs
...

To display archived logs, choose Archived Logs from the Log Type dropdown.
In the Controller Log area, select the relevant option from Retrieve for dropdown, and
choose Go.
To display the logs archived before a particular number of days, select Older Than
and enter the required value.
To display the logs archived within a particular time frame, select Dates and enter
or select the values from the date picker.
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To display the logs archived for a particular service, select Service and enter the
service name or choose a service using Advanced Search.
You can select the services based on the search criteria such as system ID, Name,
and Type.

If you enter AI4 for the system ID, the log entries for the service AI4 (APP 01), AI4
(DB), AI4 (CI) are retrieved.
To display the details of an archived controller log, select the relevant log from the
Controller Log area.
The log details are displayed in the Log Details tab area.

Archiving Controller Logs
...

To archive the current controller logs, choose Archive from the Controller Log area
In the Archive Logs dialog box, perform any of the following activities:
To archive logs created before a particular number of days, select the Older Than
radio button and enter the required value.
To archive logs created within a particular time frame, select the From radio button
and enter the date value or choose a value from the date picker in the fields From
and To.
...

Choose Archive.
Log entries from the log database are copied to an external XML archiving storage, and a log is
written into controller log about the archiving process.

Deleting Controller Logs
...

To delete the controller logs, choose Delete from the Controller Log area
In the Delete Logs dialog box, to delete logs without archiving, perform the following
activities:
To delete logs created before a particular number of days, select the Older Than
radio button and enter the required value.
To delete logs created within a particular time frame, select the From radio button
and enter or select the values from the date picker in the fields From and To.
To delete logs of a particular service, select the Service radio button and enter the
service name or choose a service using Advanced Search.
Choose Delete.
In the Delete Logs dialog box, to delete archived logs, perform the following activities:
Choose the required log entries from the Log entries dropdown list.

An example for the dropdown list options:
2007-10-08 16:55:39.145 - Deletion of log entries older than 180 days
2007-10-08 16:55:39.145 - Deletion of log entries between 2007-10-08,
2007-11-08
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Choose Delete.
A log is written into controller log about the deleting process.

Exporting log data into an XML file
To export the log data displayed on the controller log screen into an XML file, choose Export.
You can now display and print the XML file using tools like Microsoft Office Excel.
More information: Setting Up XML Data Archiving Service for ACC [External]

Planning Tasks
Use
Task Planner can be defined as a time based planner used for triggering life cycle operations at
specific points in time. For example: start SAP system CRM at 8:00 am daily.
A task can consist of one or several jobs (start / stop / relocate). You can schedule operations for
adaptive-enabled and traditionally installed systems.
The key benefits of Task Planner include:
Actions can be executed automatically without interrupting user processes
Tasks can be executed once or in an recurring mode
Existing tasks can be updated

Procedure
Scheduling a Task
...

In the Task Planner Overview area, choose New Task.
The Task Definition tab is displayed.
Define the attributes for the new task in the Task Definition tab.
More information: Scheduling a Task [Page 19]

Viewing Task Details
...

In the Task Planner Overview area, choose the relevant task.
The basic information about the task is displayed in the Task Planner Overview area.
The task details are displayed in the Task Definition tab area.
If you want to view tasks based on their status:
Select the relevant option from Show dropdown list.
By default, all the tasks (current, past, and future) are displayed in the Task
Planner view.
Choose Go or press ENTER.
The task details are displayed in the Task Planner view.
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The Show option defines the first filtering set. The Find option defines a subset of
the Show selection.
If you want to view tasks based on the attributes such as task name, date, and so on:
Select the relevant option from Find dropdown list.
Enter the input filter string.

The asterisk (*) can be used to represent several characters and the question mark
(?) can be used to represent a single character. The filter is not case sensitive.
Choose Go or press ENTER.
The task details are displayed in the Task Planner view.

Editing a Task
...

Choose the relevant task in the Task Planner view.
In the Task Definition tab, choose Edit.
Edit the information in the Task Definition tab.

Removing a Task
...

Choose the tasks to be removed from the Task Planner view.

You can cancel a scheduled task or remove a completed task from the Task
Planner view.
Choose Remove task.
A popup is displayed. Choose OK to confirm the remove action.

Scheduling a Task
Use
You use Task Planner to schedule operations to be executed automatically based on the date
and attributes defined during the task definition. You can schedule a new task(s) such as starting
an application service, to occur once or repeatedly (a recurring task).

A recurring task is a task that can repeat at regular intervals based on the date and
attributes defined during task definition.

Procedure
...

In the Task Planner Overview area, choose New Task.
The Task Definition view is displayed.
Enter the task name.
Enter the start date (or choose a date value from the date picker) on which the task should
be executed.
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The date should comply with the time zone where the ACC application is deployed.
Enter the time when the operation should be executed.

Since the time format is different in different locations, the format should comply with
the local setting format. For example, the English format could be one of these:
9:11:12 AM, 9:11 AM, 091112AM, or 0911AM.
Choose the relevant frequency:
If you want to execute the task once, select One Time Action.
If you want to schedule a recurring task, select Periodic Action on Every.
Select the day(s) on which the task should be executed.
The task is executed on the selected day every week.
Assign relevant action(s) to the task.
In the Action List area, choose Add.
Enter the application service name or choose the relevant application service using
Advanced Search.
Select an action from the Action dropdown list. The action can be Start, Stop, or
Relocate.
If the Action is Start or Relocate, enter a resource name or choose the relevant
resource using Advanced Search.

If you want to remove an action, choose Remove.
Choose Save to save the task.

Result
You have now scheduled a new task and the action(s) defined for the task are executed based on
the defined attributes.
You can view the following details in the Task Planner view.
Field

Description

Task Name

Task name.

Date

Date on which the operations defined for the task are executed.

Time

Time during which the operations defined for the task are executed.

Recurrence

If selected, the task is recurrent.

Resp. User

Name of the user who created or last edited the task.
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Displays one of the following status for the tasks (future or completed
tasks):
Red (Failed): At least one of the task actions returned an error and
all the further actions are canceled.
Yellow (Warning): The task is executed successfully, but one or
more of its actions reported a warning.
Green (Successful): The task is executed successfully without any
warnings or errors.
Gray (Not available): The task is assigned for future execution.
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